National Wildlife Refuge. A
week later, he banned new oil
and gas leases on federal
The Wall Street Journal - 06/23/2022
lands and waters, and in June
he shut down exploration on
existing leases in ANWR. In

was $4.44; so 56% of that price
rise predated the invasion.
After doing everything in
his power to constrict American supply, Mr. Biden is now
threatening a windfall-profits

To begin, Mr. Biden should
stop the Environmental Protection Agency’s assault on
small U.S. refineries, which
produce roughly 30% of America’s gasoline and diesel.
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By Thomas J. Sargent
And William L. Silber

I

on prices. More important, he
missed the main culprit: the
Federal Reserve. The Fed lost
control of inflation by abandoning its decadeslong strategy of pre-emptive restraint—
that is, tightening before
inflation takes hold. That policy, promoted by Fed Chairman
Paul Volcker in the 1980s, has
delivered price stability for
nearly 40 years.

The Fed should have
heeded the lessons
of 1980s inflation.

The mistake started in August 2020, when the Fed began to target “inflation moderately above 2% for some
time” to make up for past
shortfalls. This attitude encouraged the central bank to
label the emerging inflation as
“transitory.” In June 2021

no
n-

s the Federal Reserve reviewing the connection between high inflation and
the past two years’ U.S. monetary policy? A reporter asked
Fed Chairman Jerome Powell
that question at a June 15
news conference. After acknowledging that the Fed is
doing so “very carefully,” the
chairman deflected. He said
that for decades inflation was
“dominated by disinflationary
forces,” but recent history has
been plagued by “extraordinary shocks.” Pointing to the
pandemic, the war in Ukraine
and shutdowns in China, he
concluded: “We’re aware that a
different set of forces are driving the economy.”
Yet Mr. Powell neglected to
mention the expansionary
monetary and fiscal policies of
2020 and 2021 that surely contributed to upward pressure
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Volcker, Powell and the Price of Amnesia
congressional testimony, Mr.
Powell nailed the coffin on
pre-emptive restraint precisely when it was most
needed: “We will not raise interest rates pre-emptively because we think employment is
too high, because we fear the
possible onset of inflation. Instead, we will wait for actual
evidence of actual inflation or
other imbalances.”
Volcker blamed the runaway
inflation of the 1970s on this
type of thinking. He told his Fed
colleagues: “We have lost this
game in the past by staying
with an expansionary policy too
long during a recovery period.”
He then followed through by
raising rates early in the economic recovery of 1984—with
the unemployment rate still at
7.8%—to avoid inflationary pressure. Alan Greenspan, Volcker’s
successor, continued pre-emptive restraint, most famously by
surprising financial markets
with a sharp rate increase in
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